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Do you ever find yourself looking at the beautiful, hard cocks of the men around you and wish
that you could have one of your own? Perhaps you have even found yourself becoming aroused
at the sight of a beautiful, erect penis and have wondered what it would be like to have one of
your own to play with whenever you are horny.

Listen as I gently guide your thoughts towards your goal of having the perfect penis that you
have always wanted. Learn to crave the feeling of your beautiful, hard, cock whenever you are
aroused and become aroused at the idea of fucking and bringing pleasure to those around you.
Remember that a large, fuckable cock is so much more interesting than a boring, gross vagina,
and know that you will never be complete until you have a penis of your own like all of the men
that you love to idolize.

Life is so much easier as a man. Fantasize about the day in which you can get the surgery to
receive the perfect cock that you have always craved.

✧ Remembering that having a beautiful, fuckable, cock is the most important part of my
future.

✧ Knowing that I will never be happy until I have the surgery to receive a penis of my own.
✧ Fantasizing about how erotic and pleasurable it would be to have a large, hard, cock of

my own to fuck my sexy lover.
✧ Always feeling uncomfortable and unhappy with my wet and gross vagina.
✧ Craving the feeling of my own hard cock in my hands.
✧ Finding cocks to be much more interesting than vaginas.
✧ Fantasizing about how great my life will be once I have the money to afford the surgery

to replace my uncomfortable vagina with a hard cock.
✧ Becoming aroused and turned on and horny whenever I think about having a beautiful,

hard, cock of my own.
✧ Fantasizing about how arousing it will be to have the surgery to receive the perfect cock.
✧ Training harder and more every day to make sure that my body is the perfect shape and

size.
✧ Preferring to take control during sex.
✧ Intuitively knowing that having a big cock will help provide me with success and

happiness in my future.
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✧ Remembering that having a big, hard, cock to fuck and pleasure others with will help me
live my ideal life.

✧ Hornier and more aroused whenever I think about my perfect penis.
✧ Easily giving up my disgusting vagina to transform into the man that I have always

dreamed of becoming.
✧ Thinking about how vagina's are gross and uncomfortable and wonder why I would ever

prefer to have one over an erotic and perfect penis.
✧ Remembering that I am most happy and excited whenever I picture myself as a man

with a huge, erect dick.
✧ Knowing that I would never be happy with my life unless I had a cock to fuck with and

use to pleasure others with.
✧ Wearing tight pants in order to show off my bulge to the world.
✧ Remembering that I have always been a man in my fantasies and that I have never had

any problem with it.
✧ Thinking about how much more confident I am whenever I am wearing a packer.
✧ Knowing that I will never be happy with my life unless I have a beautiful, hard, cock for

others to admire and be fucked by.
✧ Knowing that I need to have a cock in order to fuck my sexy lovers in all of the ways that

they deserve to be fucked.
✧ Knowing that I need a beautiful, hard, cock in order to experience the pleasures of

fucking like a man.
✧ Remembering that I will never be happy with my life unless I have a beautiful, hard cock

to use whenever I desire.
✧ Feeling the most comfortable whenever I am wearing men's boxers.
✧ Fantasizing about how erotic and pleasurable it would be to have the perfect cock.
✧ Thinking about how much easier life will be once I have a cock of my own.
✧ Fantasizing about how much more confident I will be once I have my own cock to show

off to others.
✧ Fantasizing about how erotic and arousing it would be to have an erection whenever I

desire to fuck.
✧ Thinking about how arousing and erotic it will be to have an erection whenever I desire it.
✧ Imagining myself fucking my sexy romantic partner with my perfect, masculine erection.
✧ Imagining myself having a large, hard, cock whenever I am aroused.
✧ Craving to have a beautiful, hard, cock in order to be the man that I have always desired

to be.
✧ Knowing that I will never be complete until I have a beautiful cock to fuck my lovers with.
✧ Craving to have a beautiful, hard cock in order to feel confident and loved and sexy.
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✧ Fantasizing about having a perfect, large, cock so that I can share my fantasies with my
lovers and fuck them in all of the ways that they have always desired to be fucked.

✧ Knowing that I need a cock in order to fuck the beautiful lovers that I crave in my future.
✧ Needing to have a large, hard, cock in order to be the man that I have always desired to

be.
✧ Remembering that I have always preferred the body of a man over the body of a woman.
✧ How happy I will be once I have the surgery to get the perfect cock that I have always

desired.
✧ Remembering how fun and erotic and pleasurable it will be to have a large, hard cock.
✧ Getting turned on whenever I think about having a perfect erection.
✧ Needing to have a large, hard, cock in order to feel confident and loved and sexy.
✧ Remembering how confident and desirable and turned on I have always been whenever

I have thought of myself as a man.
✧ Fantasizing about having an erection of my own to play with whenever I desire.
✧ Remembering that I love imagining myself as a beautiful and hunky man.
✧ Feeling satisfied and accomplished and happy whenever I spend money on making my

body look the way that I have always desired it to look.
✧ Fantasizing about feeling proud and accomplished and attractive whenever I see

strangers checking out my hard cock through my pants.
✧ Intuitively knowing that a large erect cock would easily be the most erotic and arousing

part of my body.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I will be loved and adored and desired once I have a beautiful,

hard, cock of my own.
✧ Feeling pleasure and pride and joy whenever I imagine myself fucking my sexy lover as

a man.
✧ Feeling aroused and satisfied and horny whenever I imagine myself fucking my lovers

with my perfect cock.
✧ Sharing my fantasies with my friends and lovers about becoming a better, more

masculine version of myself each and every day.
✧ Remembering that I have always desired to have a large, cock and a masculine body to

call my own.
✧ Knowing that everyone that I desire to be surrounded by will love me even more once I

have a beautiful cock of my own.
✧ Intuitively knowing that I will be a better version of myself once I have a big, beautiful,

cock to fuck with.
✧ Remembering that I have always had a strong desire to own and use a thick, hard, erect

penis like the hunky men that I love to fantasize about and idolize.
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✧ Needing a sexy masculine cock to replace my boring and gross vagina.
✧ Knowing that I could never be happy with myself until I have a beautiful, hard, penis of

my own.
✧ Idolizing the confident men that walk around with their perfect cocks showing through

their pants in public without a care in the world.
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